
Dubai ‘Torch’ Skyscraper fire compared to WTC 7 on 9/11.
On the left we have the Dubai fire and on the right we have WTC 7:

Below: The Dubai fire engulfs the full height of the tower in billowing red/yellow flame,  
whereas WTC 7’s fires are small and randomly scattered and not nearly as fierce:
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Below: The Dubai fire on the left is well ablaze like an inferno, whereas WTC 7’s fires 
look to be almost exhausted soon after the fires began:

Below: The Dubai fire is finally almost out after hours of being ablaze showing the huge amount 
of damage. On the right is WTC 7 with its fires having naturally exhausted themselves after a 
short time (several hours BEFORE collapse). Not nearly as much damage to WTC 7 – the building 
shows no sign of collapse:
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Below: The Dubai tower, although has burnt for many hours longer than WTC 7 (and burning at 
the same temperature) shows NO sign of collapse, yet WTC 7 with its small amount of damage 
collapses to the ground at freefall speed (the speed of gravity) in 7 seconds, 7 hours AFTER  
WTC 1 and 2 was also demolished).

Note: in the image above, the intense heat of the fire has only broken windows and melted  
aluminum window frame work. There is NO structural damage to the concrete and steel frame-
work of the building, and there is NO bending or buckling of the horizontal floors. Thus the  
building will not collapse. Fire cannot MELT structural steel or concrete, (as we were told on 9/11).

Whereas we were lead to believe that a few tiny little fires in WTC 7 that burnt for less that 1 hour 
having totally exhausted themselves many hours before WTC 7’s collapse somehow managed to 
bring the entire building down to the ground at the speed of gravity and in total symmetry.  
During WTC 7’s ‘collapse’ loud booms could be heard and flashes of light were observed in  
windows.

In order for WTC 7 to fall the way it did all 83 vertical support columns would have to be severed 
at the SAME TIME – an IMPOSSIBILITY through randomly scattered office fires.

ONLY well placed explosives done by a team of experts could achieve this.

Fires have never caused the collapse of any skyscraper, yet on 9/11 3 skyscrapers fell to the 
ground at freefall speed defying Newtown’s Law of Momentum physics.

The verdict: WTC7 = Controlled Demolition on 9/11
(as too was WTC 1 & 2)
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